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Guatemala or Guatebuena?
Checking in with Directiva members from TN1 and TN2
Executive Director Carrie Stengel sat down this
summer with Cynthia Trujillo, Aury Lemus, and
Clementina Gonzalez at a Guatemala Directiva
meeting to ask what they wanted their friends in the
US to know about Guatemala today. She asked two
general questions to frame the conversations.
What would you like to share about current events,
this administration, and the situation in your
communities?

stole from the people of Guatemala. We are asking
that they return to the people of Guatemala all of the
money they stole. It is really unfortunate that the
country has to go through this.
Some people are trying to start a new motto,
saying that instead of saying Guate “mala,” we are
now Guate “Buena.” But I ask, “Where is the buena?”
Congress continues to pass laws even though the
Guatemalan people are not in agreement. Last year,
with the eventual resignation of the Vice President, if
the people had not risen up and
demanded change, maybe
everything would have stayed the
same.

Aury – There is a lot
of controversy about
our current president
[Jimmy Morales,
elected October 2015].
People remember the
The corruption affects all of us
promises he made
– in the city, in rural areas,
during his campaign.
especially people living in
But it seems like this
poverty. People living in rural
administration is
areas look to the city for a better
following the same
life, or go to the U.S. because of
path as others that have
the economic situation. So many
come before. He’s
people are looking for jobs and
talking about raising
they can’t find work. There is a
taxes – that would
lot of discrimination – if you are
affect so many
over 30 years old, it is hard to
families. He’s talking
find a decent job because they say
about 3 quetzals more,
you are already too old.
which doesn’t sound
like much but it would
Clementina – People here, this
affect many families, Cynthia, Aury, and Clementina, back row from left, at a
year, say that there are no jobs.
especially those living meeting of Guatemalan Sister Parish communities.
My grandson has gone to leave
in poverty, making
applications, and no one calls.
them even poorer.
And it’s not just him; many youth go looking for jobs
but don’t find anything. The situation is bad. It
There is also a lot of talk about the corruption seems to be getting worse instead of better. I think
cases that started last year-- La Linea, which was a
about my kids and my grandkids. I think about all of
tax fraud case, and others. We are all asking where
the people going through hard times. There are so
that money went. Even if you put the guilty people in many people with needs here. I see kids that are
jail, there is still impunity regarding the money they
(Continued on page 2)
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hungry because their parents don’t have work and have to figure out another way to provide for their family.
We’ll have to see what happens.
This year is worse in terms of violence, too, with the extortions. Maybe because there are no jobs, people
start using extortion as a way to make money. That’s why they are killing lots of bus drivers. They don’t think
about how the bus drivers’ wives and kids are left all alone. They also want to eat and buy clothes and shoes.
Cynthia – Access to education and health are also very difficult in this society. A few things about
education have changed recently. Some schools no longer provide a snack for the kids. Storms have damaged
the schools’ infrastructure, equipment, and desks. Sometimes aid money and governmental resources don’t
reach the communities most in need. As Guatemalans, we will have to decide what we want to do about this.
Governments want to privatize everything and want to provide the cheapest service, even if it is not
high quality. But if we don’t have access to quality education, youth are more likely to join a gang. There is a
new law that says that students can’t be held back a grade in elementary school (1st -6th grade), even if they fail
all of the tests and don’t know anything. What kind of education are we providing for our kids and our
grandkids? It is empty, without providing the tools kids need to make it in the professional world.
Regarding health, most of the resources go to the bigger health clinics, while the smaller ones often have
nothing. If we go to the health post here, they often don’t have what we need, or sometimes they give people
the wrong medicine because they don’t have what they need to do their job well.

Clementina Gonzalez, Presente! Clementina is about three rows back in this 2016 Women’s Day March in Guatemala City.
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There has been no change with President Jimmy Morales. Because people didn’t have anyone else to vote
for, they voted for him. He is a puppet. He has not been able to do what he promised.
Aury – A number of groups are trying to work on issues of violence against women and support for the
elderly. We know there are many women living with violence in the home here, but sometimes we don’t even
see the cases that are close to us, much less what is happening on a national level. Regarding the elderly, the
groups work with those who come, but I wish they would go out and look for more some of the more isolated
people who have been all but abandoned in their homes.
Tell us about some of the organizing and community work in Tierra Nueva I and II
Aury – They say that the children are the future, but they are also our present. If they don’t have a present,
they won’t have a future. In Tierra Nueva I, we are working with children and youth through the Spark Center
supported by Catholic Charities and the Vacation Bible School.
Clementina – In Tierra Nueva II, we have tried to strengthen the organization of the Ecclesiastical Base
Communities (small Christian communities). In my community, Sacred Heart of Jesus, things are going really
well. When we hear that someone has a problem, we try to give a few coins to help pay for medicine when the
family can’t afford it or we gather food and basic goods--not a lot, whatever we can. We have 12 or 13 people
participating. Some of the other communities have a harder time with participation because of people’s work
schedules and other time commitments. In our church there are a lot of people participating, even if they can
only come for part of a meeting because they have so many commitments, but we still need to recognize that
they are participating as much as they can.
On August 29, we celebrated the anniversary of Peregrinos (or Pilgrims), the Bible study group
that coordinates a joint Bible study with our sister church. We talked about the theme of mercy, prayed
together, and held a raffle. Peregrinos has 8 adult members now and one child who is participating.
Cynthia – In Tierra Nueva I, we celebrated the anniversary of the founding of the Ecclesiastical Base
Communities on August 21. It has been 12 years since Father Juan Pablo founded the communities. In the
beginning the anniversaries were really lovely, but we need to organize a little differently to re-energize
people about this celebration. We’re looking at how to increase participation in the base communities
again. We do have one new community, La Isla, but right now only 5 families show up regularly to the
meetings out of 30 who are official members of the base communities. The youth group has 5-6 members;
participation has gone down a little, but we don’t know why. Because of the lack of employment
opportunities, many people have to work very hard, making tortillas or washing clothes, whatever they can
find on any given day. Some young people prefer to join the gangs as a way to make some money rather than
get involved in the church.
Auri – As an example of some of the activities we are trying to organize to re-energize the base communities,
this Sunday, my base community group organized an outing to a water park. It was really great.
Cynthia - The youth have also organized a number of events. There was a rally to raise awareness about the
rights and responsibilities of children and youth. Any young person could participate, children living on
the street, children coming with their parents… It’s important to talk about children’s rights but also talk
with them about the fact that they have responsibilities, too. In addition, the Multi-sector Group (Mesa Multisectorial) and the ODHAG (the Human Rights Office of the Archbishop of Guatemala) organized another
event on the rights and responsibilities of children and youth. The schools in the area also organized a walk
with the motto “no harassment in school.” Every eight days another youth is killed here. It is very sad to see
how they are taking our youth away from us in the community. That’s why we want to do more events like
this, to show the kids that they have options and that they have rights. We want to raise awareness with the
parents as well, so that they follow up more with their kids or watch them more closely or spend more time
with them. ~SP
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Delegation Travel Truly Makes 2016 a Year of Encounters
Delegation travel is the cornerstone of the Sister Parish experience. So far in 2016, Sister Parish has
managed 7 delegations, with one more scheduled in December. The majority of delegations are strictly
between sister communities, and we look back on and forward to these delegations with a lot of love and
admiration for the local committees, North and South, who work so hard for these opportunities to share
fellowship, solidarity, and love with their brothers and sisters. Danville (CA) Congregational traveled to San
Antonio, Guatemala. People of Hope Lutheran (Rochester MN) made their first trip to Zaragoza, El
Salvador to meet their new sister community, the ACOMUJERZA cooperative. St. Francis of Assisi
(Raleigh, NC) traveled to Las Margaritas II, Guatemala. San Antonio Los Ranchos, El Salvador traveled
to the First Lutheran Church of Duluth, MN. San José la Montaña, El Salvador traveled to Trinity
Episcopal (Newtown, CT). Tierra Nueva I travels in December to Faith Lutheran in West Fargo, ND.
This year, we have also had two special delegations. Students from the Pacific School of Religion, an
ecumenical seminary in Berkeley, CA, traveled to Guatemala in January for a guided introduction to life and
faith there as part of PSR’s Change Makers program, an experience they wrote about extensively on their
school’s blog. And in November Sister Parish held our 2016 Year Of Encounter Open Delegation, in which
eight people from across the United States and representatives from all participating communities in
Guatemala and El Salvador met to worship, organize, and travel together in both Central American countries.
Marcela Murcia of San
Antonio Los Ranchos, El
Salvador, shared these
thoughts as part of a
presentation to First
Lutheran Church of Duluth
this year:
A person’s life has to
have many ingredients. If
not, then it cannot be called
LIFE. These are some of the
ingredients:
illness,
hopelessness,
exhaustion,
work, disrespect - so many
things. Sometimes we think
of these things as negative,
but these things have to
happen.
But there are other
things that happen, too:
family, friendship, joy, health,
work,
solidarity,
food,
patience, love, affection.
There are many, many things
that happen to us in life.
At 67 years, I continue
to believe firmly in peace and
solidarity, working tirelessly
for a more just and more
united community.

St. Francis of Assisi to Las Margaritas 2, Guatemala
Any delegation has its own particular qualities based on the
personalities and the conditions in each community, but participants
often speak of powerful encounters with God, with ourselves, with
our home congregation, and with our sister communities. Here are
some words from Saint Francis of Assisi (Raleigh, NC) and Las
Margaritas II on their visit this summer.

Delegates from St. Francis of Assisi in Raleigh, NC with friends in Las
Margaritas II, Guatemala, and Guatemala Coordinator Brian Tyler
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2016 Delegations (continued)
Liz Mosler of St Francis wrote to her congregation before and after their delegation to Las Margaritas II,
first asking for their prayers and financial support, and later thanking them for both. Excerpted here, her
thoughts about the relationship between parishioners and between sister communities, and about sharing
those with her son, Ayden, touch on the blessings we receive through solidarity, and the love that delegates
carry back and forth between communities.
Dear Friends and Family,
We have been called. Called
to do more with our life; to stand in
solidarity with others; to listen more
intently to God; to open our minds
and hearts to God’s plan; to fight for
peace and social justice in our world.
When we learned that St.
Francis was sending a Teen
Delegation this summer to our Sister
Parish in Las Margaritas, Guatemala,
Ayden couldn’t wait to sign up.
Despite the magnitude of the call,
both Ayden and I feel that this is
what we are supposed to do at this
time in our lives.
In order for us to be successful in our
mission we need your help. First and
most importantly we are asking for
your prayers. We ask that you pray
for our safety and that our hearts will
be open and moldable to God and that despite any barriers we might encounter we will be able to join our
lives with those we meet in Las Margaritas. Secondly, we are asking for your financial support. . . .
Upon returning to Duluth, Liz tried to summarize the delegation for her congregation:
There are no words to adequately describe what we just experienced. Nor do words suffice to
express the gratitude we feel to each of you for helping us to achieve this dream. Thank you from the
deepest part of our hearts!
We've been back exactly 1 week and all that we experienced during our 10 days in Guatemala hasn't
yet sunk in. The physical unpacking is done, but the emotional, mental, and spiritual unpacking have
truly just begun.
We thank you all for your constant thoughts and prayers while we were away. It was so comforting to
know that we had the love and support of so many while we were there. Please continue to keep us in
your prayers as we figure out just what the future holds and as we make changes both big and small to
our lives.
We both know for certain that this will not be our only trip to Las Margaritas. The connections we
made with our brothers and sisters there will last a lifetime. From the moment we arrived, we were
welcomed with open and loving arms. Each day we experienced their daily life and culture and shared
our religious traditions. The goodbyes were filled with gratitude, love, and longing - longing for the time
when we will meet again. We both feel that the human & spiritual connections we made in Guatemala
changed us far more than our physical labor in building the church 'helped' their community. On so many
levels, we were the ones being served.
With much love and gratitude,
Liz and Ayden
(Continued on p. 6)
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(continued from p. 5)
Ricardo Choc of Las Margaritas II, Guatemala, also commented on
the visit from St. Francis:
When [St. Francis of Assisi] came here to visit us it was such a
pleasure. So much time had passed since the last visit and they were not
able to come for a while. But the time came and we were reunited. It was
one of the best delegations we have had together. Playing soccer
together, the trip to the Laguna Lachua nature reserve… and when they
helped us with the construction, the whole community was able to share
with our brothers and sisters. Thanks to our brothers and sisters for the
donation they gave to the construction project as well. We will always
have them in our hearts and minds and we await the next time we are
able to share with them the joy of our partnership. ~SP
Ricardo Choc and Liz Mosler, 2016.

Marcela Murcia of San Antonio Los Ranchos, El Salvador, shared these thoughts as part of a
presentation to First Lutheran Church of Duluth this year:
A person’s life has to have many ingredients. If not, then it cannot be called LIFE. These
are some of the ingredients: illness, hopelessness, exhaustion, work, disrespect - so many
things. Sometimes we think of these things as negative, but these things have to happen.
But there are other things that happen, too: family, friendship, joy, health, work, solidarity,
food, patience, love, affection. There are many, many things that happen to us in life.
At 67 years, I continue to believe firmly in peace and solidarity, working tirelessly for a
more just and more united community.

Prayer Requests
For those facing any kind of difficulty:
—Dina Velasquez
—Catarina Lopez
—Reina
—Anne
—The Tyler family
—The families and friends of the departed
For loved ones who have departed:
—Juan Salvador Ajpop Lopez, Tierra Nueva 2.
—Juan Iscaya, San Andrés Itzapa, Guatemala
—Anel Sosa, Potrerillos, El Salvador.
—Eve and David Donigian, Sandy Hook, CT
—Martin Chub, Chichipate, Guatemala

For the work we all do, that we may be
faithful and discerning servants, strong in
our solidarity with sister communities.
—For the ongoing mission of the Vacation
Bible School in Tierra Nueva 1.
—For a successful first year of the Chichipate
Computer Lab Project.
—For those battling violence against women.
—For local Sister Parish committees
—For the youth in all our communities, that
they may enjoy safety and education.
—For the US Board of Directors, and
the Central American Directivas.
—For the people of Guarjila, El Salvador, as
they elect a new Community Board
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Special Summer Fundraiser Targets Four Goals
This summer Sister Parish staff, board members, and volunteers collaborated to raise funds above and
beyond those that pay basic operational expenses. In strategizing about how to improve current projects
and to plan for the future, we arrived at four ways to both better facilitate current sistering relationships, and
to make Sister Parish grow in the long term. We are extremely grateful to report that a core group of
donors with whom we shared these four goals put forward challenge grants that helped us double the first
$5000 in donations. And by the end of summer we reached our goal of raising $16,000 to help out in these
4 target areas:
1. travel scholarships for delegates who could not otherwise afford to participate,
2. logistical support for our Central American staff,
3. recruitment of new churches to enlarge the Sister Parish family, and
4. strengthening of Sister Parish reserves for long-term sustainability
A number of churches took us up on our 2015 offer of $500 scholarships to help with delegation travel
costs. It is crucial to our mission that everyone who wants to participate in cross-border encounters be able
to do so. This inclusivity better serves not just the particular delegate but also both communities, enriching
their understanding of each other’s realities. This summer’s special fundraiser will allow us to offer similar
scholarships going forward.
A portion of the funds raised will also go to logistical support for our Central America staff. They make
do with very little but thanks to you we can help them with everything else they need as they travel,
facilitate community meetings, translate documents, arrange visas, hold conference calls with northern
churches, and everything else that goes into stitching sister communities together.
Some of the money from this fundraiser has been earmarked to help us reach out to new churches around
the US, thus finding the next faith community that wants a cross-cultural solidarity relationship like the
ones we offer. The remainder of the funds from this campaign will be added to our reserves so that we
have some resources to draw on in leaner years.
Sister Parish’s 4 staff (1 in the US and 3 in Central America) and the Board of Directors extend a hand
in thanks to all the donors who made this special fundraiser a success. Please know how much we
appreciate you. We are humbled by your support. ~SP

This past spring I was the recipient of a travel scholarship
from Sister Parish and had the opportunity to be a part of
the first ever delegation between People of Hope and
ACOMUJERZA. It was an invaluable experience for me, as
the pastor of People of Hope, to be a part of this trip as we
had a great time getting to know each other, shared our
hopes and dreams, and began the work of casting a vision
for what our relationship might look like in the future.
Without the scholarship from Sister Parish, my travel
would simply not have been possible. I am very grateful.
THANK YOU!
—Pastor Dan Doering, People of Hope Lutheran
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Sister Parish Board of Directors Meet, Seek New Members
This spring, the Sister Parish Board of
Directors held their bi-annual in-person
meeting. The board meets at a different Sister
Parish church each time and we were so
grateful to be hosted for this meeting by Faith
Lutheran/Journey in Faith in West Fargo,
North Dakota. In addition to talking about
finances, staffing, delegations, and
recruitment, we also had the opportunity to
meet many people from the wider faith
community during meal times and the annual
Fiesta fundraiser, complete with a delicious
meal, a silent auction, a piñata, and a cake
walk. Thank you Faith Lutheran/ Journey in
Faith for all of your work and for welcoming us at a busy time.
If your church is interested in hosting a board meeting in 2017 or 2018, please let us know.
Also, Sister Parish, Inc. is actively seeking new members of our Board of Directors, as the terms
of some current members come to a close. We especially seek people with finance or legal
experience, but welcome interest from all who feel called to join the team. If you are interested
in serving with us, or can recommend someone in your community, please contact Carrie at
carrie@sisterparish.org. And as always, thank you.

Sister Parish Inc.
PO Box 100
Newtown, CT 06470
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